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QUESTION: 101 
An AMS customer wants to copy a database over 100km to a secondary site using 
TrueCopy Extended Distance. The number of updates is minimal and the application's 
workload is very stable. Which two factors should be carefully considered? (Choose 
two.) 

A. How many LUNs are replicated. 
B. Which LUN types must be copied. 
C. How large should the pool be on the controllers. 
D. How large is the recovery point objective (RPO).  

Answer: C, D 

QUESTION: 102 
A customer must implement a Disaster Recovery environment for a mission critical 
UNIX database. The production and recovery sites are 30km apart and a DWDM 
infrastructure is in place between the locations. The requirement is for zero data loss in 
the event of a disaster. Which HDS replication technology meets the customer's 
requirements? 

A. Universal Replicator 
B. TrueCopy Synchronous 
C. TrueCopy Asynchronous 
D. TrueCopy cascaded from a local ShadowImage  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 103 
During a Copy-on-Write SnapShot (CoW) implementation, a customer asks you to 
demonstrate the Quick Restore functionality of the software. CCI for this environment is 
installed on a UNIX host using korn shell and the CoW CCI device group is COW_db01. 
Which statement is correct? 

A. This is not possible using Copy-on-Write SnapShot. 
B. Use the pairresync -g COW_db01 -fq normal -restore commands. 
C. Use the export HORCC_REST=NORMAL; pairresync -g COW_db01 -restore 
commands. 
D. Use the export HORCC_REST=COW_QUICK; pairresync -g COW_db01 -restore 
commands. 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 104 
What are three key points a customer must consider when establishing a Three Data 
Center (3DC) Business Continuity Solution)? (Choose three.) 

A. The customer must decide which type of 3DC to install. 
B. The customer must decide the size of the metadata area on each journal volume. 
C. The customer must decide the ratio of metadata to real data on each journal volume. 
D. The customer must decide the link type and performance between the local and distant 
USP. 
E. The customer must decide the type and number of Parity Groups necessary to obtain 
the size and performance of the Journal Groups. 

Answer: A, D, E 

QUESTION: 105 
A customer uses Universal Replicator for Disaster Recovery for several mission critical 
applications. A disaster occurs at the production site and network communication is lost 
between the sites.Which two actions should be used to split the Universal Replicator pairs 
from the recovery site so the secondary volumes can be used for application recovery? 
(Choose two.) 

A. Issue a horctakeover -S command from the recovery site CCI server. 
B. Issue a horctakeover -S command from the recovery site Storage Navigator. 
C. Suspend the Universal Replicator pairs with S-VOL write enabled from the recovery 
site CCI Server. 
D. Delete the Universal Replicator pairs from the secondary site using the recovery site 
Storage Navigator. 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 106 
A paircreate command fails with the unrecoverable error code: EX_ENXCTG. Which 
two actions must be performed first? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify the CCI command log. 
B. Retry the paircreate command. 
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C. Verify the meaning of EX_ENXCTG in the CCI manuals. 
D. Verify that the HORCM instance number being used is correct.  

Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 107 
A ShadowImage CCI environment has been scripted so that the pairs resynchronize and 
suspend each hour using the latest version of CCI. ShadowImage has been configured to 
use consistency groups and At-Time Split. The ShadowImage CCI device group name is 
SI_db01. Which CCI command should be included in the script following the pairresync 
command to allow time for the ShadowImage pairs to be fully resynchronized? 

A. pairvolchk -g SI_db01 -c -ss -nomsg 
B. pairvolchk -g SI_db01 -c -ss -t 3600 
C. pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -s pair -nowait 
D. pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -ss pair -t 3600  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 108 
An Hitachi Data Systems customer is planning to use HiCommand Device Manager 
(HDvM) to manage their TrueCopy pairs on a Universal Storage Platform. Which two are 
required before TrueCopy pairs can be created with HiCommand Device Manager? 
(Choose two.) 

A. The P-VOL must be defined as a Command Device. 
B. The HDvM host agent must be installed on the CCI server(s). 
C. The MCU-RCU path must be defined using the Storage Navigator. 
D. The HORCM configuration files must be created on the CCI server.  

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 109 
Which three questions should be answered when a HORCM instance fails to start on a 
Solaris CCI host? (Choose three.) 

A. Is the Command Device labeled? 
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B. Is the Command Device formatted? 
C. Is a SIM logged at the Storage Controller? 
D. Is the configuration file in the correct OS path? 
E. Is the Command Device path correct in the configuration file?  

Answer: A, D, E 

QUESTION: 110 
A customer has concerns about the testing of a number of updates to his main application 
on a 30TB database. There are 5 separate changes that need to be implemented. They are 
urgent and need to be implemented quickly during the following week. Which solution 
would you recommend? 

A. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using ShadowImage and apply 
each update on a day by day basis using TrueCopy Synchronous to copy the database. 
B. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply 
each update on a day by day basis using TrueCopy Synchronous to copy the database. 
C. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply 
each update on a day by day basis taking a ShadowImage snapshot each time before 
doing so. 
D. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply 
each update on a day by day basis taking a Copy-On-Write snapshot each time before 
doing so. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 111 
A customer uses ShadowImage At-Time Split to create a copy of an online Oracle 
database so that it can be mounted and started on another server for testing purposes. 
What will the database do on the recovery server when it starts to ensure that the 
transactions are restored to a point in time? 

A. Roll forward the redo logs. 
B. Perform a database dump. 
C. Transition into hot backup mode. 
D. Create copies of the archive logs.  

Answer: A 
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QUESTION: 112 
A customer asks you to review a plan for installing HiCommand Protection Manager 
(HPtM) software to protect Microsoft Exchange 2003. You are aware that Exchange 
2003 is a very critical business application for this customer. Their plan is to use one 
large LUN for the public store and check point files and second large LUN for the mail 
box store and the transaction log. Which solution will provide the customer with 
maximum protection? 

A. The customer should use four different mounted LUNs: one for public stores, one for 
mailbox stores, one for checkpoint files, and one transaction log files. 
B. The customer should use three different mounted LUNs: one for public stores, one for 
mailbox stores and checkpoint files, and one for transaction log files. 
C. The customer should use three different mounted LUNs: one for public stores and 
mailbox stores, one for checkpoint files, and one for transaction log files. 
D. The customer should use four different mounted LUNs: two LUSE LUNs for public 
and mailbox stores, one for checkpoint files, and one for transaction log files 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 113 
A customer wants to replicate a database on a UNIX host with Universal Replicator but 
exclude the temporary and backup file systems to reduce the replication workload. What 
should be reviewed to ensure this is possible? 

A. SAN zone layout map 
B. file system usage report 
C. database relationship map 
D. volume/disk group volume layout  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 114 

A customer has purchased an Hitachi Storage Cluster (HSC) for Microsoft Environments. 

Which component is included? 


A. VBS scripts 
B. Microsoft Cluster 
C. Hitachi VSS Agent 
D. Hitachi client for Microsoft Exchange 
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Answer: A 
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